
Resumé 

 

I choose the theme my graduation theses „The Legal Premises of Parenthood“. I 

choose this theme from the graduatin´s theses for me most interesting. 

The sence my graduation theses is finding and writing about parenthood with 

reference to these as babybox, reproduction and subrogatoin´s motherhood. 

The theme „The Legal Premises of Parenthood“ is important for my practise in 

law office, too. My practise in law office is especially in civil law and in family law. 

Family law is for me nearest law, that I want to follow family law after my ending 

university education in my professional life. 

I think, that family and parenthood are important theses for everybody in 

personal life. And I want to follow these family and parenthood in my professional 

life, too. I want to be a good lawer in family law. 

Every theses as babyboxes, reproduction and subrogation´s motherhood have 

aspects, that are important for today´s people. I keep at that theses in my graduation 

theses. 

In substance I will to write about these babyboxes, which is in today´s time and 

age the relative new´s theses. In the Czech Republic is babybox a new idea, that 5 

years ago nobody knew about babybox, nobody knows what is babybox etc. 

Until year 2009 most of people didn´t listen, understand or know about the 

meaning babybox. These babybox to this day isn´t plain sentiment from specialist´s. 

I group, what babybox back stand, because I´m thinking, that babybox is very 

good idea. I´m afraid, that this very good idea is possible to abuse, too. In the 

conviction is possible to abuse everything in everytime everywhere. 

For me is important, that babybox exist´s and the mother´s have a option to 

decision about your baby, which they give a birth. It isn´t important whether I utilize 

this baby. 

They are very actuality and events leading up to legal regulations. Very events 

have need od legal regulations. In this time isn´t yet legal regulations about my these 

„The legal premises of parenthood“. Now is here a new problem, which need´s of 

legal regulations. The future legal regulations of babybox isn´t for majority of people, 

after all is very important. After all this legal regulations utilize only minority of 

people - primarily mothers. 


